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ABSTRACT: XML information retrieval aims to retrieve relevant document fragments (XML elements) instead of retrieving
whole documents. The retrieved XML elements must not only contain relevant information. They must be of good level of
granularity. They must be the most specific and the most exhaustive at once. The coexistence of content and structural
information in XML documents makes that multiple heterogynous relevance factors (sources) can be used in retrieval
process. As in traditional information retrieval, the most majority of XML information retrieval approaches try to model
the notion of relevance and use score function to attribute a relevance score to each XML element. The number of
relevance factors used simultaneously is then limited due to their heterogeneity.  Our goal is to develop an XML information
retrieval approach in which several relevance factors can be used in retrieval process. We propose an approach based on
relational aggregation paradigm. The relevance process is not guided by the estimation of relevance degree, but by the
comparisons of each pair of XML elements in order to determine a final order of all XML elements, from the most relevant
to the less relevant.
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1. Introduction

In traditional information retrieval, a list of relevant documents is returned to the user. The user has to browse the content of
returned documents to find fragments containing the desired information. This is because the traditional information retrieval
models were developed for searching in flat documents. The documents were considered as bags of words (without structure).
In Content-Oriented XML information retrieval, a collection of XML documents (document-Centric view) is confronted to an
information need expressed classically by a list of keywords. The aim is to exploit logical structure of XML documents (coded
by XML tags) in order to retrieve not a list of documents, but only relevant fragments of documents. Documents fragments
correspond to XML elements. These XML elements must not only contain relevant information but must be also of good
level of granularity [2].

In this context, several XML information retrieval approaches were developed. These approaches were classified into four
types [14]. Scoring approaches, contextualization approaches, propagation approaches and fusion approaches. In scoring
approaches, classical information retrieval model (vector space model, probabilistic and language-modeling models) were
adapted and used to estimate XML elements relevance by considering evidence from only the element content (considered
as an atomic document). For example, in [10] a vector space model is used where the weight of a term in an element is
evaluated according to its weights in elements of the same type. OKAPI model was adapted to XML retrieval in [16]. In [12],
language-modeling approach is used to estimate the relevance degrees of XML elements. The contextualization approaches
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consider in addition to evidences from the element itself, other evidences from its context. For example, Bayesians networks
based model, where the relevance on an XML element depends on its content and the relevance of its parent elements, is
developed in [18]. The propagation approaches are used when only leaves nodes of XML documents are indexed. Works
presented in [22] and [9] are examples of propagation approaches. First, the relevance of leaves nodes is estimated by using
classical relevance model or relevance formula. Relevance scores of internal nodes are obtained by propagating up relevance
scores of leaves nodes in the document. The last type of approaches is the fusion approaches [17], [15]. Here, several lists
of results are calculated for the query. A merger mechanism is used to merge all these lists into a single list of results.

All these types of approaches try to model relevance and to estimate relevance (or similarity) degree (score) of each XML
element. These scores are obtained by using score functions which reflect the interpretation of the notion of relevance in
each approach. The relevance is represented by a unique value (score) estimated for each XML element. As shown in [8],
representing relevance by a unique score value reflects generally a global aggregation of relevance sources. Aggregation
operators such as “the weighted sum”, “the weighted product”, “similarity measures”, Boolean and fuzzy operators are used
in score functions. In each approach, a set of relevance sources (relevance criteria) that have an impact on the relevance of
XML element are considered, and then combined (aggregated) to assign a single relevance score to each XML element. XML
elements are then returned according to the fading order of their relevance scores. The query terms frequency (Tf), Inverted
Element Frequency (Ief), query terms proximity in XML element content and XML element specificity are among other some
of relevance sources used in XML retrieval approaches.

We propose in this paper a different XML information retrieval approach which is not based on global aggregation of
relevance sources. The relevance sources will not be combined in a unique score value to assign to each XML element. The
retrieval process will not be guided by the estimation of relevance by score function but by the comparison of the all
potentially relevant XML elements according to each relevance source. Each pair of XML elements will be compared
according to each relevance sources. The preference relations according to each relevance source will be then combined to
build a global preference relation allowing comparing each pair of XML elements according to all relevance sources. Finally
the global preference relation will be used to produce a final order of XML elements, from the most relevant to the less
relevant one. For this aim, we use concepts, tools and methods furnished by the multi-criteria aggregation paradigm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; we will present and describe briefly in section 2 some of relevance
sources which are differently used in XML Retrieval approaches. We will discuss in section 3 about motivations of our
proposed approach detailed in sections 4. An illustration example is presented in section 5.

2. Relevance sources  in Content-Oriented XML retrieval

Several relevance sources were differently considered and used in content-oriented XML information retrieval. Some of
these relevance sources are related to the content; some others to the structure and others to the context of XML elements.
Relevance sources related to linguistic aspect are also used by some systems. We think that it is necessary to not neglect any
of these dimensions in the retrieval process to have good results. Let us describe some of these relevance sources:

• The weight of query terms in the content of XML elements is an important evidence source. It evaluates the quantity of
relevant information in an XML element.  XML elements in which query terms have important weights are preferable to those
in which query terms have less important weights. To estimate this criteria this formula in [22], [23] and [25]:

                                                                                                                                                                         (1)

Where e is an XML element, q is the query, tf(t,e) is the term frequency of t in e and ief(t,e) is the Inverted Element Frequency.
It is expressed as:

(2)

Where N is the total number of XML elements with the same name (tag) as e, ef(t) is the number of XML elements with the
same name as e which contain t.
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•    Query terms proximity criterion is widely used as evidence source in information retrieval [6]. The idea of using proximity
in the IR was first implemented in Boolean systems with adding ADJ and NEAR operators. ADJ is used to specify that the
connected terms must be adjacent. NEAR is used to specify that the connected terms must be in an bounded interval. Other
more recent approaches use direct proximity of query terms for calculating the score of relevance of documents. Clarke et al.
[6] have developed method for classifying documents taking into account the proximity of terms. The idea is to select ranges
of text that contain query terms, and then to give them partial scores (the shorter interval will have the highest score).
Intervals scores are then added to give a score to the document. In XML context, two notions of proximity are suggested in
[11]: A classical proximity between terms (horizontal proximity) and a vertical proximity in terms of proximity of XML nodes
containing query terms.  In [1] the proximity between two terms is equals to 1 if they are in the same XML node, else it is
equals to the length of the shortest path containing these two terms.

• XML element specificity:  The major problem in XML information retrieval is to identify the good granularity level of XML
elements to retrieve. For example, if a paragraph element contains relevant information, the section element in which appears
this paragraph and the chapter element in witch appears the section element will contain necessary the relevant information.
Obviously, the section and the chapter elements can contain also other irrelevant element. The question is what is the good
level of granularity of element to retrieve? Is it better to retrieve the paragraph element, the section element or the chapter
element? Retrieve the chapter, the section and the paragraph is not desirable to the user. The XML element to retrieve must
be then specific, is must concern only the topic of the query; it should not contain a lot of irrelevant information.  In [1] and
[25], the authors consider that more a relevant element is deeper more it is specific.

• Structural positions of query terms in XML elements: XML elements which contain just a small number of terms are not
desirable elements to retrieve even if they contain all query terms [25]. Generally, theses short XML elements are titles
elements or formatting element (italic, bold,…). In [25], experiments attests that these short XML element reinforce relevance
of there ancestor element when they contain several query terms. For example, a section element with title element containing
all query terms will talk necessary about the topic of the query. This importance diminishes while climbing up in the document
tree [23]. The relevant title element in the following path /article/section/title/… will reinforce more the section element than
the article element.

• Contextual relevance: Contextual relevance of XML element refers generally to the relevance of the XML document in
which appears the XML element (parent document). This relevance source is considered in [1], [23] and [25]. Experiments in
[23] show that considering contextual relevance leads to good retrieval results when we are interesting to retrieve all relevant
XML elements (even overlapped). This relevance source, noted here context(e,d),  can be evaluated with classical TDIDF
formula. For an XML element e with parent document d:

                                                                                                                                                                        (3)

Where tf(t,d) is frequency of the query term t in the document d and idf(t) is estimated by:

                                                                                                                                                                            (4)

Where N is the total number of XML documents in the collection and df(t) is the number of XML documents containing the
query term t.

We can also talk about other used relevance sources such as the one used in [2] where the content of each XML element is
segmented by text segmentation algorithm [26]. A topic shift is considered between two adjacent segments when the
vocabulary changes between these two segments. Relevant XML elements are those with the less number of topic shifts in
their content. They are the most specific ones.

A study of all relevance sources cited above, shows that they are multiple, heterogeneous and have very variable value
scales.  If we want to consider many relevance sources in retrieval process regardless of their heterogeneity and their value
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scales, we do not use relevance score function. The use of score function means that we must aggregate globally (in a unique
value) all theses heterogeneous sources. This can present some limits related especially to the diversity and to the heterogeneity
of relevance sources:

• Global aggregation of heterogynous and different value scales relevance criteria in a unique value can present a
compensation effect between criteria [7], [8]. Heights performance values for some relevance sources can cover (hide) very
poor performance value for some others relevance sources.

•  Global aggregation limits the number of relevance sources that can be considered simultaneously.

• The unique value aggregation is also very sensitive to very weak criteria values variations. A minimal variation in the
performance values of XML element according to some criteria can radically change the order of returned XML element list.
For example, if we have two XML element e1 and e2 with two relevance sources r1 and r2 with the following performance
values :
                               o For e1 :  r1(0.5),  r2(0.5)

                               o For e2 : r1(0.1), r2(0.9)

With a score function as weighted sum, e1 will be strictly better than e2 if its performance for r1 pass to 0.51, but e2 will be
better if the performance of e1 for r1 pass to 0.49.

Our goal is to develop an XML information retrieval approach in which several relevance factors can be used in retrieval
process. We propose an approach based on relational aggregation of relevance criteria. It means that we will not try to
estimate relevance score of each XML element according to the query, but we will compare each pair of XML elements
according to each relevance criteria.  From all these binary comparisons, we will deduce a final order of XML elements
according to all relevance criteria, from the most relevant one, to the less relevant one.

3. Motivations

The start point of our approach that we will explain in section 4 is the following   motivations:

• In practice, XML information retrieval problem is also a ranking problem. Relevant XML elements must be ranked from the
most relevant one to the less relevant one. Users rarely examine the entire list of results, but only the elements top classed
elements. The quality (relevance) of the first ranked elements must then be higher and good.

• Relevance in XML retrieval context does not refer only to the content but also to the structure and to the context of XML
elements. To have a good quality of results, we should not neglect any of those aspects, more we consider relevance criteria
more results will be better.

• In XML information retrieval, relevance criteria are value and kind heterogeneous. It is not evident to define a score
function that can aggregate all these criteria in a unique and single value.

• The evaluation of the performance of XML element according to the relevance criteria is often tainted with arbitrariness
and vagueness. A very weak difference between performances of two elements according to relevance sources must not
necessary discriminate them.

• It is easier to compare each pair of XML elements according to each relevance criterion, than to decide globally which of
them is the most relevant.

4. Our approach

The multi-criteria aggregation paradigm aims to furnish tools to resolve decision problems where several points of view or
criteria are considered. The multi-criteria aggregation paradigm is that there are several solutions (alternatives) that must be
analyzed according to several criteria (criteria can be in conflict) in order to resolve a decision problem  [21], [19]. The decision
problem can be:
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  -     A choice problem : Choose the best alternative from  the set of alternatives,

- A rank problem : Rank the alternative from the best one to less good one,

- A classification problem: Assign each alternative to a predefined category.

Whatever the decision problem is a rank, a choice or a classification, the central question is always a comparison problem. We
have to compare the alternatives to see which is better than the other. To do this, the performance of each alternative
according to each criterion must be aggregated. In this context, two competitive aggregation approaches exist: the global
aggregation and the partial (or relational) aggregation.  The first one use score function to aggregate all performance of
alternatives in a single and unique value. The second approach consists to compare first of all each pair of alternatives
according to each criterion. From all theses comparisons, a global preference relation allowing comparing each pair of
alternatives according to all the set of criteria is deduced and used to solve the decision problem. Methods of this approach
are called outranking method.

We use tools and concepts of multi-criteria paradigm to develop our approach. We model XML information retrieval problem
as a multi-criteria aggregation problem in which:

- The set of alternatives corresponds to the set of all XML elements of the documents collection.

- The set of criteria corresponds to the set of relevance sources that will be considered.

- And the decision problem is here a ranking problem. Potentially relevant XML elements must to be ranked
                               from the most relevant to the less relevant one.

Figure 1. Enchainment of  the proposed approach

Relevance will be represented as a multidimensional entity, i.e. the relevance of an XML element will be represented by a set
of values. Each value corresponds to the performance of the XML element according to one relevance criterion. For the
aggregation of the performance of XML elements, we will use a partial aggregation approach. Each relevance criterion will
model a binary preference relation between XML elements according to this criterion. Binary preference relations will be then
aggregated to built an outranking  relation ‘S’ that will model binary preferences of XML elements according to all criteria.
Outranking relation ‘S’ will be next exploited by a ranking algorithm to give in last, a ranked list of relevant XML elements. An
element will be ranked higher than another if a coalition of criteria is favorable to this judgment without existing strongly
unfavorable criteria to this judgment.
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Let us put:

- E : the set of all XML elements.

- C : the set of considered relevance criteria.

- Cj(e) : the performance value of an XML element e, according to the relevance criterion  Cj.
- For each XML element e, a performance vector V(e) will be associated, such as:  V(e) = (C1(e), C2(e), …, Cn(e)).

The enchainment of the approach, as schematized in Figure 1, consists on the following steps:

- Modeling binary preference relations (R1, R2… Rn).

- Aggregation of preference relations, construction of the outranking relation (S).

- Exploitation of the outranking relation to rank XML elements.

4.1. Modeling binary preference relations
Binary preference relations allow us to compare two XML elements according to each criterion. Since evaluation of XML
elements according to each criterion can be imprecise and/or uncertain (several formulas can be accepted to evaluate a
criterion), a slight difference between values of two elements for a criterion does not necessarily discriminate them. To model
this uncertainty, the following thresholds used in partial aggregation methods [19] will be used to construct gradual (fuzzy)
preference relations:

• The indifference Threshold, noted ‘q’, allows two XML elements having very close values for a criterion to be judged
equivalent even if they have not the same criterion values.

• The preference Threshold, noted ‘p’, it is introduced when we need more precision for the preference description.

•    The veto Threshold, noted ‘v’: it is the value from which the performance difference between two elements e2 and e1
according to a criterion with this threshold, is considered as too large to accept the judgment  “e1 preferable than e2 ”.

Let us consider two elements e1, e2 and a criterion Cj with two thresholds (of indifference and preference) qj and pj such as
qj < pj. Cj(e) is  the value of the element e for the criterion Cj. The preference relation between e1and e2 can take the following
states:

•  e1 and  e2 are indifferent noted ( e1 I  e2 ):
( e1 I  e2 )  Cj( e1) – Cj(e2 )  qj

•  e1  is  weakly preferable than  e2 (e1 Q  e2):
( e1 Q  e2 )  qj < Cj( e1) – Cj(e2 )  pj

•  e1 is strictly preferable than  e2  (e1 P e2 ):
( e1 P e2  )  Cj( e1) – Cj(e2 ) > Pj

In addition, for a criterion Cj , when the element  e1 is less good than the element e2 , we looks if the difference between e2
and  e1 does not surpass the veto threshold vj , i.e. a threshold beyond of which it will be prudent to refuse all credibility of
the outranking of e2 by the element e1 noted ( e1 S e2 ):

         Not (e1 S e2) if  Cj(e2) – Cj(e1)  vj.

4.2. Aggregation of preference relations
Binary preference relations according to each criterion will be aggregated to obtain a global binary preference relation ‘S’
called outranking relation. This outranking relation will be exploited to resolve the ranking problem. Outranking relation is a
concept introduced as a binary relation, defined on the set of alternatives A, such as:  Given two alternatives a and b, “a
outranks b”, or “a S b”, if given all that it is known about the two alternatives, there are enough arguments to decide that a
is at least as good as b without there be important reason to refuse this affirmation [20].  To build our outranking relation, we
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have to use and follow an outranking method. Outranking methods solve decision problem by constructing an outranking
relation. ELECTRE III [19], [24], [4] is a well-known outranking method dedicated to decision ranking problem. It is the first
method dedicated to decision ranking problems, which introduce the veto threshold. Its main feature is that it constructs a
fuzzy (gradual) outranking relation. ELECTRE III method is based on two basic principles:

• The concordance principle: which means that an element e1 is at least preferable to another element e2,  if a majority of
criterion is in favor of this judgment.

• The discordance principle: This principle means that an element e1 is at least preferable to another element e2 if any
discordant criterion refuses strongly this judgment.

We present here the algorithm used by ELECTRE III to build the outranking relation ‘S’. Obviously, the algorithm is adapted
to our case of studies. For each pair of XML elements (e1, e2), ‘S’ takes a value S(e1, e2) reflecting the credibility degree of
the assumption “e1 outrank e2”.  Building S requires calculating the following indices:

1)  Before all, a criterion concordance index, noted Cj(e1,e2) is calculated for each pair of XML elements according to each
criterion. It indicates the importance of “e1 outrank e2” according to the criterion Cj. It is expressed by:

2)  Then, a global concordance index, noted C(e1,e2),  indicating the importance of “e1 outrank e2”  according to all criteria,
is calculated for each pair of XML elements. C(e1, e2) [0, 1] is such as:

                                                                                                                                                                       (5)

Where wj is the wheight of the criterion Cj.

3)  In parallel, a discordance index  is calculated for each pair of XML elements according to each relevance criterion with a
not null veto threshold. Two XML elements are more discordant since the discordant index is strong.  It is noted Dj(e1,e2), for
each criterion Cj , Dj(e1,e2) is such as:

4)  Finally, the credibility degree δ(e1, e2) [0,1] which express in which measure “e1 outrank e2” is credible considering
concordance indices and discordance indices is calculated for each pair of XML elements. It is the global concordance index
diminished by the discordance force.

                                                                                                                                                                    (6)

                                                                                                                                                                    (8)

                       (7)
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The outranking relation ‘S’ is defined by the credibility degree as:

                                                                                                                                                                (9)

4.3. Exploiting the outranking ralation
Defined outranking relation allows us given two XML elements e1 and e2, knowing which element is more relevant than the
other. We should now deduct from all these binary comparisons a rank of all XML elements, from the most relevant one to the
less relevant one. For this, ELECTRE III proposes a ranking algorithm that produces a partial order of all the actions. First, two
total preorders are obtained by two distillation algorithms as follows:

   1) Descending distillation:  Allows having the first preorder by these steps:

a)   Identify E1 “ the better” elements of E;

b)   Place E1 at the top of the ranking list;

c)   Set E= E/E1 (E - E1).

d)   Repeat (a),(b),(c) until E = ∅.

   2) Ascending distillation:  Allows having the second preorder by these steps:

a)   Identify E1 “ the less good” elements of E;

b)   Place E1 at the bottom of ranking list;

c)   Set E= E/E1 (E - E1).

d)   Repeat (a),(b),(c) until E = ∅.

To define E1, E2, …,En, the following indices are calculated:

• P(e) = Se’ E (e, e’) (The Power of e),

• W(e) = Se’ E (e’,e) (The Weakness of e),

•  Q(e) = P(e) – W(e) (The Qualification of e).

At each iteration, XML elements with high qualification Q(e) are  ranked up and removed from E in case of descending
distillation. XML elements with low qualification are ranked down and removed from E in case of ascending distillation. The
final partial preorder is given by the intersection of the two total preorders.

4.4. An illustration example
Let us consider an example with 03 XML elements (e1,e2,e3) and 03 relevance criteria (C1,C2,C3) with respectively indifference,
preference and veto thresholds (q, p, v). wi is the weight of the criterion Ci as shown in  Table  1. and table 2.

C1 C2 C3

e1 16 05 17

e2 20 10 07

e3 12 14 15

Table 1. Elements performance values

C1 C2 C3

q 1 2 1

p 3 3 3

v 6 6 3

w 0.4 0.3 0.3

Table 2. Criteria weights and thresholds

Before all, a concordance degree Cj (ei,ej), is calculated for each pair of XML elements according to each criterion Cj :
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                      Cj(ei,ej)
C1                     C2                                    C3

     e1          e2         e3         e1     e2            e3       e1      e2     e3

           0            1                    0              0         1        0e1

e2

e3

1              1             1                 0         0 0

         0       0                      1         1 0.5            1

Table 3. Criteria concordance degrees

Then, a discordance degree Dj(ei,ej) is calculated for each pair of XML elements according to each criterion Cj :

     e1          e2         e3         e1     e2            e3       e1      e2     e3

e1

e2

e3

C1                     C2                                    C3

0.33      0                  0.66            1             0            0

0       0              0          0.33          1                1

0.33       1                0           0                      0    0

Table 4. Criteria discordance degrees

The global concordance degree C(ei,ej),  for each pair of XML elements, will be the following:

C(ei,ej)

    e1

e2

e3

e1

0.7

0.45

e2

0.333

0.6

e3

0.7

0.4

Table 5. Global concordance degrees

Finally, the credibility degree ä(ei,ej), for each pair of XML element will be the following:

ä(ei,ej)

    e1

e2

e3

e1

 0

0.45

 e2

0.136

  0.6

e3

 0

 0

Table 6. Credibility degree
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The two distillation procedures allow us to obtain the two pre-orders: (a) for descending distillation and (b) for the ascending
distillation. The intersection of these two pre-orders will give the final order (c).

(a)   : e3 (e2,e1)

(b)   : (e3,e2) --  e1
(c)   =(a)     (b):e3  e2  e1

5. An adaptation for focused retrieval

As it is presented, the proposed approach allows retrieving an ordered list of relevant XML elements. It does not take into
account the overlap problem in focused XML retrieval. The list of retrieved XML elements may contain nested elements and
therefore redundant information (an XML element with its descendants, for example). To address this problem and retrieve a
results list without redundancy (Focused task of INEX1), the two distillation procedures of ELECTRE III ranking algorithm are
modified as follow:

   1) Descending distillation: To have the first preorder :

a)   Identify E1 “ the better” elements of E;

b)   Place E1 at the top of the ranking list;

c)   Set E1
overlap = the set of all descendants and ascendants elements  of E1 ;

d)   Set E =  (E - E1- E1
overlap).

e)   Repeat (a),(b), (c) and (d) until E = ∅.

   2) Ascending distillation: To have the second preorder:

a)   Identify E1 “ the less good” elements of E;

b)   Place E1 at the bottom of ranking list;

c)   Set E1
overlap = the set of descendants and ascendants elements  of E1  already ranked in the list.

d)   Remove E1
overlap, from already ranked elements

e)   Set E=  (E - E1).

f)   Repeat (a),(b),(c), (d) and (e) until E = ∅.

6. Conclusion

We presented in this paper an approach for content-oriented XML retrieval. The approach is not base on relevance estimation
using score function as it is the case in the majority of XML information retrieval approaches, but based on a relational
aggregation of relevance sources. The aggregation of relevance criteria is done not at relevance source value performance
but at relevance source preference relations level. This way to aggregate allows considering several heterogeneous relevance
criteria and can minimize compensation effect between relevance criteria. Notions, methods and ideas of relational aggregation
paradigm where used to elaborate the approach.

The application of the approach in practice requires the initialization of all parameters: the weights of criteria,different
thresholds of preference, indifference and veto. This will require a lot of experiments using official test collections (INEX
collections). To give weights to the criteria, we can for example compare the results obtained by each criterion considered
separately. Currently we are working on these aspects. We will present the results of these experiments in the future. Our aim
in the future is also to integrate user criteria to have a personalized version of the approach.

1 http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/
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